Episode 63 – How Come He Doesn’t Need Tyres when Everyone Else Does?
Coming Up
Chris: Welcome to Sidepodcast, Episode 63 – How Come he Doesn’t Need Tyres When Everyone Else Does? Coming
up on this week’s show we discuss the winners and losers of Monaco, and our plans regarding Goodwood.
Intro
Chris: All I can say is thank god it’s a Bank Holiday weekend.
Me: That was a bit of a hectic race, wasn’t it?
Chris: Took me ages to write that Digest show.
Me: What last night? And then you had to do F1 Minute, and then today it’s more F1 shows.
Chris: Yes, I’m hoping that Canada is going to be a bit more serene.
Me: Because it finishes late in the evening? You’re going to struggle to get it all in, I think. Could be a bit of a
problem.
Chris: Let’s not think about that now, though, we’ve got a whole race to talk about.
Good Week/Bad Week
Chris: It’s been a good week for Williams as they celebrated their 600th Grand Prix this week at Monaco. It’s a great
milestone but no one seems that bothered by it, really. In all the interviews, Frank Williams is just determined to get
the point across that it’s a good number but it’s nowhere near the end of the team. Bit like Barrichello and Fisichella
with their celebrations recently as well.
Me: I get the impression that with Frank there might actually be more to come, whereas with the other two, I think
the end of the road is probably nigh, isn’t it?
Chris: Barrichello’s not going to get to 300 Grands Prix.
Me: No, Fisichella might last a little bit longer but maybe not as long as Frank.
Chris: It’s been a bad week for MI5 as one of their members has resigned, as his wife was involved in the Max
Mosley scandal. As ever, I really don’t want to talk about it too much but she was one of the ladies in the room at
the time of the video. It does bring the whole setup topic back to light again, although MI5 are denying it. You do
have to wonder why the husband of one of the hookers resigned, and Max Mosley himself won’t actually leave his
post. It’s been a good week for Alonso, as Hamilton has now graciously admitted that looking back to last year, he
can see that McLaren may have been, just possibly, right in their strategy that allowed his team mate to win the
race. If only Hamilton can take back the weeks of abuse McLaren got from the British press, then he might be able to
make amends for it. It’s been a bad week for getting out and about as Mark Webber had to rescue one of his friends
as they were cycling on the road. He and fellow sportsman Lance Armstrong managed to dodge out of the way of an
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oncoming car but their friend was not so lucky and was hit. He sustained injuries to one leg and arm and Webber
was the hero who patched him up until the ambulance arrived.
Me: Cycling, you see, it’s a dangerous sport. You want to stick to those racing cars. Much safer.
Qualifying
Me: Before we get to qualifying, there was one thing I wanted to mention about Monaco. You know how the Safety
Cars get to have a mini race on the Thursday before a Grand Prix.
Chris: Do they?
Me: Yea, you know they get to run round the track so the cameramen can all get their eye in, and know where the
cars are gonna be, get all their angles and TV stuff right...
Chris: Really?
Me: Yea, we’ve talked about this on the show before. You have a really short term memory, don’t you? Anyway,
because it’s Monaco and because they can’t close the streets just for the sake of the safety car, I saw some really
cool pictures, where the safety cars were just queued up in traffic, and the cameras were doing really slow pans.
Chris: That’s not very helpful, is it?
Me: Basically they were in a tailback going round the circuit, while the circuit was open to the general public. I
thought it was quite amusing.
Chris: Then you’d probably find that when they come to film the Formula 1 cars, they just get left behind. They’re so
fast.
Me: Yes. They’re just used to the cars going at 4 miles an hour. Then, ooh, he’s stopped at the red light, and now
he’s off again. And so, the director at the Monaco Grand Prix should have a bit of an excuse, I think, this race. Any
poor directing, that’s the reason.
Chris: I did think that sometimes they cut away to a bit of road and we were waiting ages for a car. Maybe that’s
why.
Me: That could be it. There were loads and loads of team garage shots, which is slightly getting on my nerves. Let’s
have a look at the girl in the Williams garage, and she’s just looking at the monitor. And let’s have a look at that guy,
he’s got his arms folded, again. They did a lot of that. It’s getting a little bit annoying now, let’s see some cars.
Chris: It’s like, we’re looking at our own monitors. We don’t need to see other people doing the same thing.
Me: No, and it’s not only that, it just seemed to be so long. No one moved, no one did anything. Occasionally they
wave, or shove the guy in front of them around, but nothing ever worth seeing.
Chris: For the first time in a long time, the long range weather forecasts were actually right.
Me: Yea, rain predicted for Saturday, although the thunderstorms that were predicted for Sunday never really
materialised, did they?
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Chris: No.
Me: On Saturday though, it made sure the track was green for qualifying, which spiced things up a bit.
Chris: It made things much more interesting.
Me: Yea, we like a bit of that.
Chris: It was certainly interesting for Coulthard who had the weirdest crash ever, where we were just left with a
wheel.
Me: Yea, it wasn’t a weird crash, it was missed by all the camera angles, and all they managed to find was the wheel.
The director lost the car for some substantial amount of time.
Chris: Yea, Martin Brundle said: So, we’ve got the wheel but we seem to have lost the car.
Me: Yea, it was a bit of a weird accident, actually, no one’s really saying in the Red Bull team what happened. David
initially blamed himself and now he’s more reluctant and sort of insinuating it’s the car that went wrong.
Chris: They can’t find a technical fault, but all he did was brake and then it just smashed into the wall.
Me: Careered into the wall and sent him flying down the exit road.
Chris: It was quite a scary accident because when the cameras finally picked up the action, and showed us the
replay, we couldn’t see where he was heading and it was really fast.
Me: Yea, safety improvements made in that area of the circuit helped him out here and luckily he was okay and well
enough to take part in the Grand Prix the next day.
Chris: I think he said he was just a bit sore. It was right at the end of the second session. He actually managed to get
through to Q3 but couldn’t take part in it, obviously. But it did ruin a couple of people’s laps, didn’t it?
Me: Jenson Button was affected and we think maybe Nick Heidfeld might have been caught out by it too. He
couldn’t put a fast sector in because of the yellow flags there.
Chris: So, I would have thought they would be being a bit more cautious this time, coming out a bit earlier because
of the threat of rain, but they obviously weren’t. They were leaving it too late.
Me: Well, I’ll tell you someone who was leaving it really, really late was BMW. I really wouldn’t like to go up against
them in a poker competition because they run the most aggressive qualifying strategy of any of the teams and it was
Kubica who passed the line with just a few seconds to go before the flag dropped giving him just one more lap. After
everybody had completed all their runs, he was still going round.
Chris: But then you do get problems, like at Malaysia when Heidfeld was still on his lap and all the other cars were
slowing down.
Me: Yea, BMW again. So they really like leaving it very, very late, although it didn’t do them any good, actually.
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Kubica still ended up fifth because they just don’t have a fast enough car, but the strategy, and the decisions they’re
making, they’re absolutely right on the money.
Chris: So, you’ve settled on calling him Kubica now?
Me: No, I haven’t settled on anything. Did I call him Kubica then? I sort of change from time to time.
Chris: Just whatever comes out.
Me: I’m Mr Inconsistent when it comes to names.
Chris: In this month’s F1 Racing it says that he wants to be called Kubica even though it’s wrong.
Me: He’s changed his mind again.
Chris: Well, I’m not sure if that’s what he said before.
Me: I think a long time ago he said he preferred that, but ITV settled on Kubica and then we got told off for not
calling him Kubica, didn’t we?
Chris: I don’t know what to say now, should I call him Kubica because that’s how it should be said, or should I call
him Kubica because that’s what he wants to be called.
Me: I’d say whatever makes you happy to say. I am surprised though that nobody’s called us on the fact that we
described Monaco as Monaco last week and Mon‐ah‐co as it should be called.
Chris: Mon‐ah‐co?
Me: I believe that’s the original pronunciation of it, and certainly what Stirling Moss prefers to call it.
Chris: I think no one’s picked us up on that because that sounds stupid.
Me: Going back to the Kubica conversation, one thing that I did notice that he did in Free Practice, and then he did
again on the last lap of qualifying, I think he was intentionally doing this, it seemed quite clever. On the very last lap
of whatever run he was doing with his tyres, he would lock his tyres into the very last two corners, essentially
destroying them, but at that point he doesn’t need them anymore. I think he was gaining some lap time there.
Chris: Does that help then? Because I wouldn’t think it did.
Me: I’d imagine it means he can break later and harder and deeper into Rascasse, and therefore the last two slow
corners, which doesn’t make the slightest bit of difference to his tyres, were just a bit bumpy, and he’s gained that
extra lap time.
Chris: So how come he doesn’t need tyres when everyone else does?
Me: I think he’s the only one who’s really thought about it. That’s my assumption. He just, when he came to every
run in Free Practice 1, 2 and 3, whenever he came to the end of one set of tyres, he’d just burn them up at the last
corner, almost as if it was intentional. And then he did it again in qualifying.
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Chris: Talking of unusual things in Free Practice 3, Massa just kept going and going and going.
Me: That isn’t the Ferrari way, is it? Very unusual, but I guess he needed the practice.
Chris: It definitely worked out for him.
Me: It did. I suspect that the work he did in Free Practice 3, actually, was enough to give him the pole. It gave him
the confidence he needed, on a track that, obviously, at the beginning of the week, he said he didn’t like.
Chris: It made all the difference.
Me: Pole on Saturday.
Chris: So, with Massa on pole, Jordan rang in his predictions for us.
[Begin Voicemail]
Jordan: You know, I notice Rosberg has been really strong in Free Practice and everything like that, so I think he
really likes the track. I think he could be there up front, but anyway, my predictions are, I think it’s going to be
Raikkonen for the win, as always, but I think he could maybe slide past Massa. Second, I think, for second I’m gonna
put Kovalainen – put the two Finns up front. And for third place, I’m going to put Felipe Massa, but I think guys will
see close to the podium, we could see Fernando Alonso, Nico Rosberg, and Robert Kubica, I know Nick Heidfeld has
been struggling lately. A little disappointing to see from him.
[End Voicemail]
Me: Disappointing is one way of putting it. Nick is 13th, while Kubica is in 5th. That’s a hell of a difference, not
impressed at all, and he hasn’t really had an answer for Kubica all year when it comes to qualifying, has he?
Chris: No, and then in the races, he never manages to move up that far.
Me: Well, he’s done reasonably well, but he always seems to be behind his team mate. So, not a great showing at
the moment. He can’t be too happy with his current standings.
Chris: Jordan has Raikkonen up front in his predictions, and we asked the question on the blog, and pretty much
almost everyone else came up with the same answer.
Me: Raikkonen for the win?
Chris: Lou had Raikkonen, Massa then Hamilton. Scott in Italy had Raikkonen, Hamilton and Kovalainen. I had
Raikkonen, then Massa and Hamilton. And you also had Raikkonen at the top, I think.
Me: I did have Raikkonen at the top. Did anybody not put Raikkonen for the win?
Chris: Nelson chose Massa, then Raikkonen, and then Hamilton. And Rich had Hamilton, Massa and then Raikkonen.
Me: Blimey, it’s a good job none of us put any money on this, isn’t it?
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Chris: No, I know. Raikkonen was in every single one.
Me: Wow, a lot of faith in that man, then.
Chris: That’s it for the first part of the show, we’re gonna take a short break, and then we’re going to try and tackle
the race.
[Jingle: “If you’ve got any comments or feedback, why not leave us a voicemail? It’s free if you’re a Skype user, find us
under the username Sidepodcast. Or you can ring us in the UK on 0121 28 TRACK. Internationally, it’s +44 121 28
87225. If you’re the more shy and retiring type, you can always email me: christine at sidepodcast.com.]
The Race
Chris: So it turns out, all of us who had Raikkonen for the win, not so clever.
Me: Not at all, actually. But the man who won, smacked the wall.
Chris: Yea, so you couldn’t put money on it, could you?
Me: When does that ever happen at Monaco? That’s unheard of, surely.
Chris: No, afterwards, he did apologise to the team on the radio, for hitting the wall, actually, we think that might
have made his whole race.
Me: He was saved by the safety car that came out shortly after he did that, when Coulthard and Sebastien Bourdais
collided with each other and hit the barriers. That really made his strategy work. If it wasn’t for that, he could have
been a bit farther back than he was, and he may not have been able to make his way through the field.
Chris: But it looks like McLaren’s data on the weather is much better than anyone else’s, because they kept him out
on those tyres, and they knew exactly when to bring him in and change them.
Me: Yea, they knew exactly the point the track was going to dry and they knew how much fuel to put in there.
Whereas Ferrari based their entire strategy on more rain, which we thought was coming, based on the weather
maps we were looking at. And it never happened, did it? That compromised their entire strategy for the whole of the
afternoon.
Chris: We had a voicemail from Scott Woodwiss who was exceptionally happy about the winner.
[Begin Voicemail]
Scott: First of all, I have to say, great job Lewis. He put in an absolutely fantastic race and I’m so happy for him. Like I
said in my comments, it really made my day. I think Kubica did a great job to get second. I was actually quite happy
that Massa went off at the first corner, because I am, I think I’ve taken a bit of a disliking to the Ferrari’s, and the way
they’ve been dominating the last couple of races. Now we’re seeing Lewis back on form, especially at Monaco, it was
a nice sight. It’s a good feeling.
[End Voicemail]
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Me: We actually had more than one voicemail from Scott Woodwiss this week, but his other voicemail was about
nine minutes long, and it wasn’t entirely related to the Monaco Grand Prix so we’re gonna save that and maybe play
it later on. Or we might even make it it’s own dedicated podcast all by itself. It’s that much conversation from one
man.
Chris: We also had another voicemail from Jordan as well.
Me: Oh yea, we did. Sorry, forgot to mention that one. He was talking about something completely different, and
we’ll try and fit that in next week, hopefully, and maybe, along with Scott, somewhere along the way.
Chris: We do love the voicemails, no matter how long they are. They don’t have to be nine minutes.
Me: No, we don’t mind if they are. If you have that much to say, by all means give us a call and let us know your
thoughts, but you know, if you want to keep it to about 30 seconds long, that’s appreciated too.
Chris: Either way, we’re happy. If you want to leave us a voicemail, just call us on 0121 28 TRACK. That’s 0121 28
87225.
Me: Looking forward to it, and we’ve got more coming later.
Chris: We do.
Me: Oh yes.
Chris: We were talking about Kubica earlier, and he came second.
Me: He did really well. I tell you what, if you were him, you must be scratching your head thinking, what on earth do
I have to do to win a race? Because he didn’t put a foot wrong all afternoon.
Chris: He escaped all the incidents.
Me: Massa was off the track, he had to go round. Kimi was off the track, Lewis smacked a back wheel. He was off, at
one point. Kubica? Completely clean race, perfect strategy. He stopped when he meant to stop, and did his entire
planned strategy.
Chris: I think he was probably the only driver that had his scheduled pit stop.
Me: Yep, and he drove a clean race and he came second. That’s just the most annoying thing.
Chris: I mean, he must have been really happy when he saw Massa go off, and go past him.
Me: Gifted him the place, brilliant. And safety car didn’t really play to his advantage but at the same time, didn’t
really hinder him much and he still came in second.
Chris: What else can he do?
Me: What else can he do? The car’s just not quick enough yet, is it? So close.
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Chris: We’ve always said that Massa doesn’t like wet races.
Me: Always.
Chris: And he said he didn’t like Monaco.
Me: Absolutely. Recipe for disaster this round.
Chris: So he got pole position, and we just thought okay, maybe he’s just running light.
Me: It was a dry day.
Chris: But he came third.
Me: He did. He did lose it just the one time, as we just said, but apart from that, you know, a lot of other people,
more experienced people, ex‐world champions, made more mistakes than he did.
Chris: And it was raining. I can’t emphasise that enough.
Me: Yea, it was raining. It was a slippery, green track. He was in a Ferrari, no traction control, he managed to get to
the end of the race, that is really commendable to that man. I didn’t know he had it in him.
Chris: Does that mean we’ve got to stop being horrible about him now? Maybe just about the rain thing.
Me: Maybe just the rain thing. But you know, considering the season he had at the beginning of the year, can’t fault
him.
Chris: He managed to fit a whole season at the beginning of the year? Do you mean races?
Me: Erm, you know what I mean. Miss Seven‐Days‐In‐A‐Weekend, shh.
Chris: Okay, fine. Vettel, he finished fourth.
Me: Impressive.
Chris: It was amazing.
Me: Yea, new car for Toro Rosso. A good decision, do we think, to bring that car to this race?
Chris: It’s hard to say really because one half did really well and the other half not so good.
Me: Well, we won’t mention that, but Vettel was completely lost in Qualifying, he didn’t know what to do with the
car. In fact, in Free Practice he really didn’t know how to set it up at all.
Chris: No, he did say he was struggling.
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Me: So possibly with last year’s car they might still have managed a similar position but a good showing from him.
He’s got to be pleased with that result.
Chris: Well, he was so happy he jumped in the water.
Me: Yea, freezing cold water. He’s a bit scrawny that guy, isn’t he? Didn’t appeal to you that. You didn’t go, wow I
like Vettel this week, I noticed. I bet if Bourdais took his shirt off, I bet you’d go awww.
Chris: I know, why wasn’t it the other way round? Gutted.
Me: Oh, you just thought of that didn’t you? Oh, sorry.
Chris: Of course, Bourdais actually crashed into the barrier.
Me: Same time as Coulthard.
Chris: It was such a weird thing, because Alonso crashed into that place, and then he carried on and had to pit.
Me: Yes, I’m surprised he survived actually, given the damage. It looked like he lost his rear suspension at the same
time.
Chris: But it turned out to just be a tyre thing.
Me: Yea, that’s a pretty solid Renault they’re building there.
Chris: And then Coulthard came along, same place.
Me: His car fell to pieces, predictably. You wouldn’t expect anything else.
Chris: Obviously. And then seconds after that, Bourdais, into the back of Coulthard.
Me: It’s the same car, tohugh, isn’t it? There were a number of pieces strewn around track at that point. I guess it
just got a bit wet, and they got a bit out of control. I wouldn’t be surprised if one didn’t just follow the other in. Just
followed the same line and it just happened that they went off track at the same time.
Chris: Coulthard ‘s always saying that cars are running into the back of him this season.
Me: Even when he’s in the barriers, the poor guy can’t get a break, can he? Don’t tell me, he was just defending his
position there. That’s what it was.
Chris: I don’t think you can have a go at Bourdais for that, though.
Me: No, not at all. Just one of those things, I think. I tell you something, if they hadn’t fallen to pieces at that point, I
would have questioned whether they’d replaced the barriers at Monaco with rubber Armco. Because so many
accidents and so little breakages on all the cars, it’s quite impressive.
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Chris: Like you said, the Renault must be made of stone, because they lost 100 rear wings, some front wings, some
wheels.
Me: Thursday, two accidents into the barriers at the first corner, and the mechanics did really well because Alonso
lost his halfway through the session and they managed to get him out before the end, which was impressive work.
But that car must be a pig to drive to have that many offs in the space of one weekend.
Chris: I don’t think it was all the car, though, Alonso didn’t appear to be on fine form.
Me: He had a messy, scrappy race, didn’t he?
Chris: He really did.
Me: At the hairpin, all his fault. That was hopeless, took out and damaged Nick Heidfeld’s undertray…
Chris: Completely ruined his race.
Me: Yea, he did. And his own.
Chris: Cos Heidfeld had to pit, ended up at the back, couldn’t do anything.
Me: It was never going to work there, don’t know what he was thinking. He was frustrated, he had better tyres, he
had a faster car at that point, it was just stupid, and Heidfeld was doing a great job of blocking him. He should have
tried somewhere else.
Chris: But the Renault tyres were also an issue because they were the first ones to go onto the dry tyres and it may
have been a little bit early.
Me: It was for one of their drivers but we kind of thought it would be.
Chris: Alonso struggled, on the dry tyres and then they brought Piquet in and put them on, even though Alonso was
struggling, and so Alonso cut a corner, and then Piquet crashed into the wall, as you do.
Me: As would always happen when you put Piquet on those tyres. He looked a bit upset, didn’t he, in the pictures
after the race. The picture Lou put in drop.io.
Chris: Well, that’s because everyone was judging him on this race and it wasn’t fair.
Me: No, absolutely. They put him in a position they shouldn’t have. They should have helped him out and even if he
came last in the race because they had to stop him three times, or whatever, I think the team should have taken
strategy decision to look after the guy in this particular point, rather than try and embarrass him and humiliate him
the way they did. Because they put him on dry tyres, he’s already shown to be a bit of a nightmare in the races and
he was never going to make it more than one lap, and he didn’t.
Chris: I don’t know if it’s because they’re looking after Alonso too much or if they just don’t care about their rookies,
but Ron Dennis said Kovalainen was ruined when he got to McLaren. Needed rebuilding.
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Me: He did. Kovalainen denied it and said that wasn’t the case but it looks…
Chris: You can see that it might have been.
Me: Looking at Piquet, looking at the face of him this afternoon, I would say that Renault have ruined him, they’ve
ruined his career. They’ve not given him the support, they’ve not given him enough car time, and if he’s gone
anytime soon, which seems quite likely, a lot of that blame needs to be shouldered by Renault.
Chris: There was something I wanted to mention about that hairpin incident. You know all the traffic backed up quite
a lot, and then there were a couple of cars getting through when perhaps they shouldn’t have been.
Me: Because it was waved yellow flags.
Chris: Because they were waving the yellow flags. Sutil for instance, he was investigated by the stewards afterwards,
because Nakajima and Barrichello went really wide and he went through.
Me: They didn’t judge the situation correctly. Nakajima almost ended up in the Armco even though he wasn’t going
anywhere and he was lucky that he managed to keep running, he was so far wide. I don’t know what else could have
been done. I’m almost inclined to say that if all the cars were stopped, as they were in a queue, did the yellow flags
still need to be waved at that point? Is it not that yellow flags should have been put away at that point? I don’t know.
Because the accident was clear, Alonso was down the track and gone, there was no debris lying around.
Chris: Yea, and we think they might have actually caused another accident because Rosberg saw the yellow flags and
stopped to let the other cars carry on.
Me: He was behind Heikki Kovalainen and was blind to the yellow flags. He passed him and the Toro Rosso in front of
him, which must have been Vettel at that point, he was the only guy on the track, wasn’t he? At which point he saw
the yellow flags waving, so he held back, allowed Heikki to come around him and Heikki took out his front nose.
Chris: Well, he couldn’t make the hairpin, then, could he? Because he was slowing down on the track.
Me: Absolutely, he was completely out of the way. Not entirely Rosberg’s fault and not Sutil’s fault, and I’m sure if
Sutil was told that he passed under yellows, if the steward’s had seen it, and asked him to relinquish the places he’d
gained at that point, he would have done that.
Chris: Yea, just let them back past you, as you do if you miss a chicane or something.
Me: And carried on, and he wouldn’t have ended up in the same position that he was, which was fourth, but I’m not
entirely sure that the stewards were not… certainly the stewards of the race were at fault and possibly the marshals
didn’t need to be waving the yellows at that point. I don’t know what else they could have done, really. What else
could Sutil have done? The other cars were off the track, essentially.
Chris: Getting past those cars did allow Sutil up to fourth.
Me: Later on in the race, it did, yea. That certainly helped him on his way.
Chris: So, he was very good and in a Ferrari sandwich, which is never going to be a good place to be.
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Me: No. Absolutely not.
Chris: Steven Roy left a comment on the blog saying Raikkonen will get him coming out of the tunnel.
Me: This is after the restart.
Chris: Yea, after the safety car. Raikkonen will get him coming out of the tunnel. Which he did.
Me: He really did.
Chris: He did, and Steven Roy put another comment saying: Yea, that’s not what I meant by get him.
Me: He jinxed it. Murray Walker for you. There you go.
Chris: But that was awful.
Me: It was terrible. It wasn’t Kimi’s fault, he did exactly what Coulthard did the day before. Caught a damp patch, I
thought it was great car control, actually, from Kimi, because DC went straight into the wall and that was the end of
him. Kimi caught it, and caught it and caught it, like, three or four times, but obviously he had no way of stopping.
Chris: To be fair though, Coulthard didn’t have a Sutil in front of him.
Me: To slow him down, no.
Chris: So, you don’t know what would have happened.
Me: I think Coulthard went smack straight into the barriers, whereas Kimi managed to catch each slide as it
happened, and then use the Force India as a brake, sadly.
Chris: Yea, it was quite heartbreaking, really.
Me: It was really, really gutting. Because the thing is, as you saw it on the TV, you were obviously sat by me when it
happened, and you could see the second they came out of the tunnel, Kimi twitch, and seconds before it even
happened, it was like, nooo, please. And then it was left and right and left and bang. That was the end of the Force
India, sadly. No diffuser. I do wonder, actually, Why they called Sutil into the pits, whether or not he could have
continued with a damaged diffuser. I know the car was in a bad way, but it was only eight laps, he could have done
another eight laps like that, couldn’t he?
Chris: Yea, and he might not have been fourth but he might have got something.
Me: Something out of the weekend. I don’t know whether it was his decision, whether the car had just had it,
whether the suspension was damaged, I’m not entirely sure. Or whether they just called him in for a precaution and
gave up, I don’t know. Maybe he could have continued, but it was a shame, and Kimi’s now public enemy number 1.
Chris: Talking of which, we have more from Scott Woodwiss, who was definitely not impressed.
[Begin Voicemail]
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Scott: I’m so disappointed for Adrian Sutil because I was really hoping he would get fourth place, and then Kimi
decided to have a driver error and centre punch him right at the chicane. It’s just something that I want to reiterate
that Mike Gascoyne says that when something like this happens to a smaller car, say a Ferrari hits a Force India like it
did here, there’s probably not going to be any penalty because the authorities don’t really think anything of it, the
FIA. Whereas if you get the other way round, a Force India hits a Ferrari, just because it’s a slower car on a faster car
like a Ferrari, they get slammed for it.
[End Voicemail]
Me: In that situation normally, I know what Mike Gascoyne’s alluding to there, but usually that’s because Force India
would be a back marker, or previously Jordan in that instance, would be a back marker, getting in the way of the
leader’s race, whereas they were fighting for position and obviously it’s gutting for the team. You could see when the
guy came in the pits, and their heads dropped, all the mechanics. It would have made their year, a result like that. In
the end, it was just a racing incident and Kimi just lost it and he caught the car in front. Heikki did the same thing to
Button earlier in the race, didn’t he?
Chris: Yea, it wasn’t like it was dangerous driving, or he didn’t do it on purpose.
Me: Of course, he wouldn’t want to screw his own race up.
Chris: I don’t know what you could do about it.
Me: No, and you’d have to penalize Kovi for doing the same thing. He spun Button round earlier on and nothing
happened to that, that wasn’t investigated at all. Nobody said anymore about that one, so it’s just the way it is,
sometimes. Sometimes it’s just racing, isn’t it? It’s sad.
Chris: It may be that if Sutil had managed to finish and get his fourth place, it could have been a controversial result
because of the yellow flag incident. Do you think the stewards might have acted differently?
Me: I wouldn’t be surprised that if Sutil had finished in front of Kimi, that Ferrari wouldn’t have got wind of the fact
there might be a bit of controversy there, and protested. Even though, Force India are obviously there engine
partner, I think they’d do anything for that extra point and would have tried their best to get Kimi bumped up the
order there.
Chris: It’s easy to blame Kimi, but I think we should blame Rosberg.
Me: Why?
Chris: Because if he hadn’t have crashed, there wouldn’t have been the safety car and then there wouldn’t have
been the restart and Raikkonen wouldn’t have got carried away.
Me: He did total the Williams tank there, didn’t he? What a solid car, actually, look at the way he smashed into that
wall, most of it stayed together, quite impressive.
Chris: It was quite a bizarre incident because, it was quite bizarre because the rubber came off the wheel rim even
though that stayed attached to the car.
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Me: Yea, the tethers did their job in that instance, which they didn’t when Coulthard had his accident, and the car
actually, mostly stayed in tact, didn’t it? Bit of a big smash though, and Rosberg went to hospital. Is he okay, do we
know? Is he out yet?
Chris: I think he’s fine, I don’t think he’s come out yet, or we don’t know yet, but he seemed fine.
Me: Yes, there’s no indication to say that there would be any problem. The down side, I’ll tell you what I really
dislike. This is going to sound slightly selfish, so I’ll prewarn you on that one, but whenever a driver goes to the
medical centre or gets flown to hospital, we never get their post race thoughts. Do you know what I mean?
Chris: Yea.
Me: He could at least have had a word in somebody’s ear in hospital and said this is what I think about the race.
Chris: Especially when they’re alright. When it was Kovalainen you could sort of understand cos he’d gone
unconscious.
Me: Yea, but we didn’t hear from him until three or four days afterwards, and I wanted to know what he thought of
the race, and all we really hear is what he thought about the accident, and all we’re gonna hear at the end of
Rosberg is: What happened in the accident and how do you feel now? Well, that’s great, good, but what did he think
of the race too?
Chris: Did he do anything interesting in the race, though, I don’t…
Me: Well, I thought he was doing very well, before his accident, he did a pretty good job actually in the Williams. I
mean, Nakajima did well, actually, in the Williams. The car was very good this weekend. Now we’ve just lost that, so,
my selfish moment just for you there.
Chris: Talking of Nakajima, he finished in the points, did quite well.
Me: He also did well not to hit that guy who made his return in the pit lane. You know in The Factory, which Kathi
nicely uploaded so we could see.
Chris: The Factory being a behind the scenes Williams programme.
Me: Yea, that programme, they did an interview with the guy who got knocked over by Nakajima in Brazil, and he
was making his race debut at Monaco, for the first time his knee was better, and he didn’t get knocked down again.
Kudos to Nakajima for missing everybody in the really small pitlane.
Chris: Barrichello got his first points in, like, forever.
Me: Yes, yes, for this year, he’s on the board now. It was a good run, he didn’t really do anything exciting, did he?
But he kept out of trouble and he bagged some points.
Chris: Someone who’s probably very happy about Barrichello getting his first points, aside from Barrichello himself,
obviously, is Honda’s number one fan, Lou. She left us a voicemail with a nice summary of the Monaco weekend.
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Me: So making her podcasting debut today. It’s Lou on the voicemail.
[Begin Voicemail]
Lou: Hi Sidepodcast, it’s Lou. After that exciting race in Monaco, I thought I’d share some of my observations with
you. During the race, there were 7 nose cones replaced, 3 tyre punctures, 6 DNF’s, 5 due to accident damage and 1
due to unreliability, 5 cars hit the wall, 3 cars hit other cars, 3 race leaders, 2 safety car periods, and a total of 7
different drivers setting a fastest lap. It certainly was a Monaco to remember. Thanks to you both for all the hard
work you put in on the podcast, and on the blog, it’s really appreciated.
[End Voicemail]
Me: Ah, Lou, we do like a voicemail that ends with a complement, don’t we?
Chris: Always. It’s interesting that I think Lou might be one of the only females that’s called in. I think Poppy called in
with a prediction.
Me: Before the season began.
Chris: Yea.
Me: I remember that.
Chris: And I think Lou’s our next girl.
Me: Two ladies on the podcast, and all the rest have been guys. Is that true?
Chris: I think so.
Me: Oh, we need more ladies.
Chris: Yea. Was it really seven nose cones?
Me: I lost count about three, to be honest with you. There was a lot of damage out there.
Chris: On the live comment thread, there was talk of how many nose changes there were, and Scott in Italy said:
“More than Michael Jackson.”
Me: There were a lot, yea.
Chris: And then Ryan said: “Yea, but do they keep getting smaller?”
Me: Not in the heat, no, they don’t melt away.
Chris: Despite all those incidents, only six drivers didn’t finish.
Me: That’s pretty good. Considering the conditions and the place we were at, that’s not a bad attrition rate.
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Chris: I think you might have had all of them in your Fantasy Racers team.
Me: Oi, that’s not fair. I’m not taking that from you. I didn’t have all of them. I didn’t have Fisichella, one or two of
my drivers came through for me.
Chris: Weren’t you on the biggest fallers list this week?
Me: What of everybody in the whole…
Chris: In the whole league.
Me: I think I might have made that list a little bit. I’m pretty close to you now, aren’t I? This is quite embarrassing
actually. Can we move on? This show must be over by now, we’ve been talking for ages. I’m sure people are bored of
listening to us now. Let’s take a break or something.
Chris: We’ve got to do the Fantasy Racers update.
Me: Time for a break.
Chris: Let’s have a look at the top 5 teams after Monaco.
Me: Oh, let’s shall we.
Chris: In 5th place, Team Dank with 2874…
Me: Yea, don’t care.
Chris: In 4th, Night Racers with 2893…
Me: Anyone could get 2893.
Chris: 3rd is Scuderia Bigotez with 2914, 2nd NG Racing 2941…
Me: What’s 2nd anyway? First of the losers.
Chris: Breaking into the 3,000 points, in first place Fledglings with 3017.
Me: Nah, stuff the lot of ‘em.
Chris: Who’s a sore loser then?
Me: I’m not a s… grrr…
Chris: The team with the most driver points for the Monaco weekend was Team Dank and he had Trulli, Hamilton,
Webber and Kubica.
Me: Hold on a second, how did he get the most points of anybody when he had Trulli in the team?
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Chris: Trulli did really well.
Me: Did he? Not really. I mean, he did finish the race, I suppose, that does help.
Chris: He did better than the people in your team. The lowest points went to Flying Haggis but I should point out that
that was only 3 points less than you got.
Me: Does that make me the second…
Chris: …Lowest points of the weekend, yea. He had Raikkonen, Rosberg, Heidfeld and Bourdais.
Me: You are joking me. I was saved by one person from the bottom scoring of everybody in our league.
Chris: Of the weekend, yes.
Me: Oh lord. This is shameful.
Chris: The team dropping the most was PeeblesF1 who fell 19 places to 57th in our league, they had Coulthard,
Raikkonen, Rosberg and Kubica. And rising the most was the Nebakanezza who climbed 33 places to 51st place.
Me: That’s quite impressive. I used to hold that spot, by the way, a long time ago. That used to be my number.
Chris: Yea, okay. That team was made up of Hamilton, Massa and Kubica. I went up 3 places to 101st which is quite
good, I think. My bad luck wishes on my team didn’t work very well so I’m gonna have to rethink my plans
somewhat. I’m not sure what strategy I’m gonna go with next time.
Me: Whatever it is you’re bound to be beating me. I mean, I’m bound to fall into your clutches and just fall farther
back now, there’s just no hope, is there? I’m sick of this.
Chris: Also, I posted the efficiency spreadsheet to drop.io. I did it pre‐Monaco and post‐Monaco and it looks like
Kubica is the most value for his money but both Webber and Trulli have shot up in the efficiency stakes. I do need to
point out that I did get it wrong last week.
Me: Oh, you did, did you?
Chris: Yea, I said that Kovalainen was the most efficient but he wasn’t.
Me: And guess who I had in my team. Kovalainen.
Chris: Yea, but you didn’t do that based on me.
Me: I might have done, I think you were trying to scupper my chances. I’m never listening to a thing you ever say
again.
Chris: I apologise for getting it wrong and I have rechecked my figures and posted the results to drop.io. So, this
week, have Kubica in your team, I’m not lying to you.
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Me: That’s your advice to me, is it? Kubica in the team? Not doing it.
Feedback
Chris: Last week we talked about the fact that on Facebook, a meet‐up for the Canadian Grand Prix was being
planned.
Me: Yes, this is with Dan. Dan was going.
Chris: Well, the instigator, Dan, he can’t go.
Me: Right. That’s gonna be one hell of a meetup then.
Chris: But in his place, F1 Wolf said he’s gonna be there.
Me: Oh really? He’s gonna be there? Oh that’s good.
Chris: If you want to go and meet Milos, we can turn it into an F1 Wolf meetup instead.
Me: Right.
Chris: We’re not gonna be there, the instigator’s not gonna be there, but F1 Wolf will be.
Me: He has a great site, so you could turn up and discuss with him. Where do you go if you want to do that? Is it on
the same thread, basically? Go to the same place on Facebook, look on the Canadian meetup thread and find the
information about F1 Wolf there.
Chris: Yep, on Facebook, just search for Sidepodcast.
Me: Grand job.
Chris: We also mentioned last week that we were trialling the new drop.io site where people can leave basically
anything.
Me: It’s a lot of fun, isn’t it?
Chris: It’s brilliant. It’s really come into it’s own, we’ve had all sorts of things being dropped.
Me: Yes, absolutely. Lots of cool pictures and insight and the best thing, I think that’s on there, we have to give
appreciation and thanks to Kathi.
Chris: Kathi is a star.
Me: She’s doing a sterling job. She’s based in Finland?
Chris: I think so.
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Me: And in Finland, they get much better quality coverage than we get in the UK, and she’s been recording the best
bits.
Chris: She has a nifty way, doesn’t she, of being able to record to her laptop, some of the F1 stuff.
Me: Yes, possibly not strictly the most legal thing in the world, but don’t tell Bernie or anything like that. But she
does manage to get all the incidents, the racing incidents and practice incidents and qualifying things as well.
Chris: Basically after each session she says: Right, what do you want? And we go: We want this, this and this. And
five minutes later, there it is.
Me: I’ve got a list, Kathi. Yea, and up they go. So drop.io is the place to check out all the links of Kathi’s videos. She
was the first person to show us the thermo‐cam a couple of weeks back, wasn’t she? Which we really, really
appreciated that, and she’s come through again this week with loads more videos. Check on drop.io. drop.io.
Chris: Drop.io/sidepodcast.
Me: Also we should, actually, I keep calling it drop.io, again and Steven Roy last week complained because
technically it’s drop.i‐o
Chris: He said he thought it should be drop.i‐o, because i‐o stands for in‐out, but I’m not gonna say that, I’m gonna
say drop.io.
Me: Maybe we should try and find out from the people who run it what it’s called. What do they want it to be called,
surely? Maybe that would be the correct thing to do. Anyway, drop.io or drop.io/sidepodcast, find all the links for all
the best bits for the Monaco weekend, in really, really, really high quality, but slightly large video.
Housekeeping
Chris: Do we finally have something to announce about our future plans?
Me: Getting our act together, that’s what it sounds like. We have Steven Roy again to thank for this. In the
comments, earlier in the week, he gave us a bit of a pre‐warning that Lewis Hamilton was about to be announced at
the Goodwood Festival of Speed.
Chris: He did, so we went and snapped up our tickets, because we were so excited about seeing him.
Me: Or because we thought they might sell out and we didn’t want to miss out.
Chris: Oh yea, that.
Me: What that means is we’ve bought three day tickets for the two of us to go to the Goodwood Festival of Speed in
2008 – confirmed.
Chris: We might not be there all three days, depending on the weather.
Me: Well, camera equipment doesn’t like the wet, does it?
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Chris: Last year was a mud‐fest.
Me: And neither do we, let’s be honest.
Chris: I don’t have any wellies.
Me: Not at all. It’s impossible to film anything in bad light, so it’s almost pointless going. If it’s raining for three days,
we’ll probably only be there for one, but if it’s nice we hope to be there for all three days.
Chris: So, whilst we’re not gonna be at the Canadian Grand Prix Sidepodcast meetup, there was talk earlier of a
Goodwood meetup for Sidepodcast.
Me: Now, I’m not too sure that a meetup at Goodwood is such a great idea because we tried this last year and we
had problems because when the people we were meeting were up we were down, and when we were down they
were up and when we were only halfway up, they were neither up or down.
Chris: Yea, we chased some people up and down the hill, definitely.
Me: I did, and you just sort of sauntered along at your own pace, and we saw Ollie. I’m not entirely convinced that a
meetup at one place at a Festival where so many things are going on and everybody wants to see so many different
things, you know, and so many thing going on at once, and usually only happen at one point in time and you just
have to be there. I’m not too sure it’s a smart idea, but I am thinking as you’re quite famous in the Sidepodcast
community, nowadays, it might make sense that if somebody spots you and they recognise you and maybe we’ll get
some kind of badge or t‐shirt for you to say, I am Christine.
Chris: Big neon sign?
Me: Maybe not that far. But we could hang around the TV cameras and wave a lot and try and attract people’s
attention. If people see you, because they recognise you, come along and say hi, and maybe we’ll wander round
together. What do you think, do you reckon that would work?
Chris: I am expecting because I am apparently so famous, I am expecting autograph hunters to come and chase me.
Me: Well I look forward to seeing that, but if people see you, don’t be afraid to come up and say hi. Obviously they
won’t know who I am.
Chris: No, but you do realise this is going to ruin your anonymous status.
Me: That is one down side to the weekend, but if they do see you, come and say hi, and have a chat, because you’re
not that scary, are you? Not in real life.
Chris: I’m very nice.
Me: And maybe we can walk up and down the hill together, so we’re not chasing people around. So if you see us
come and say hi, and we’ll all go around in a big group, maybe.
Chris: I’m not sure that I want people to walk up the hill with me because it’s quite a big hill and I’m going to get
puffed out.
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Me: Are you going to be embarrassed? You going to let yourself down there. What we should do is rent a trailor to
take you up there.
Chris: A Sidepodcast tractor, imagine if we could have a whole tractor to ourselves and we could just take
Sidepodcast people up and down, you’re only allowed on if you listen to Sidepodcast. Show me your iPod, if it’s got
Sidepodcast on it, you can get in my tractor.
Me: We should have talked to the event organisers about that. We might be on to a winner. There is still a video
we’re supposed to be releasing from last year that nobody’s seen yet.
Chris: Doesn’t have tractors in it though.
Me: No. It has helicopters in it. Am I going to get you in a helicopter this year?
Chris: No.
Me: Oh please?
Chris: Nu‐uh.
Me: Oh that would be awesome.
Chris: Nope.
Me: No? Not going to happen. At some point, you’ll get to see the video of Christine in a helicopter.
Chris: You need to get your videos because a) we need the tapes, and b) what’s the point in going to Goodwood if all
you do is take video and just store it away.
Me: My apologies.
Chris: That’s it for this show. You might notice that we didn’t do news and views, that’s because there are only a
couple of things that were worth mentioning and we thought we’d just roll them over to next week. They weren’t
particularly time sensitive. Last week you said that Max’s trial was tomorrow.
Me: Thanks for reminding me about that. I did apologise, actually, I got my Tuesday’s mixed up.
Chris: It’s not tomorrow.
Me: It’s the Tuesday after, isn’t it?
Chris: Yea. So next week is going to be a bit of a Max fest.
Me: Yay. We haven’t really talked about it much, so that’s quite a good thing, we have time to go into it. Mind you, it
doesn’t really sell the show that well, does it?
Chris: Yea, tune in, Max‐fest, great.
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Me: But it has to be done because it’s Formula 1, it’s important, it’s going to be a major…
Chris: But I don’t want to talk about Max.
Me: Yea, but you have to, because it’s political, yes, but there’s Max on one side…
[Fade out]
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